
      

Rotor BIO Premium

Model 2750 3750 2150 2750 3250 3750 2750 3550 4000 4400 6200

Weight (kg) 1280 1850 1240 1490 1880 2140 1550 1880 2240 2100 4700

Working width (m) 2,75 3,75 2,15 2,75 3,25 3,75 2,75 3,55 4 4,4 6,2

Transport width (m) 3 4 2,4 3 3,5 4 3 3,85 4,8 2,8 3

Recommended HP 70-
150

140- 
250

70-
120

80-
150

120-
200

140-
230

90-
150

130-
200

150-
250

150-
250

160-
300

Shafts/rotortines 1/6 1/10 3/7 3/9 3/11 3/13 3/9 3/11 3/13 3/16 5/26

Distance between 
shafts (cm cc) 55 55 65 65 65 72 72 75 60-80

Number of rotort-
ines 68 94 56 68 81 94 78 101 114 110 177

Distance between 
rotortines (mm cc) 40 40 35 40 35

Foldable for trans-
port

Hydraulic depth 
control

Automatic chain 
adjustment

Duouble chains 
(driving pick-up)

Adjustable front 
wheels, stepless 
adjustment, wheel 
scrapers and hy-
draulic pick-up

Lightning Optional Optional

HD-tines, cutting 
goosefoot, points, 
wing shares, longer 
machine body and 
failsafe.

Optional Optional Optional

Test results show efficient and positive results

Official test results from Finland show that Kvickfinn is the most efficient machine when fighting 
perennial weeds as quackgrass and thistles with up to 98% effect with an early summer fallow. The 
following year the grain yield increases, since the soil is weed free and nutritious. The tests were 
carried out by using Kvickfinn three times in May-Juni followed by a green manure crop.

Kvickfinn 
the versatile field cultivator with pick-up

Processes catch crops with minimum tillage for effective mechanical 
perennial weed control - better for producer, consumer and the 
environment

Test results from different countries fighting quackgrass in both spring and fall show good outcome. 
This means that Kvickfinn also has positive effects on grass weeds since their root systems are shal-
low. Read more about our reference customers who has obtained these results.

Official test results from Finland show that Kvickfinn has up to 75% effect on sow thistle with two 
passages in the fall and one in the spring. Kvickfinn was used twice before harvesting grain and once 
before sowing the year after.
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The mechanical field cultivator 
with multiple functions for 
minimum tillage

       
       

            

      

The organic farmer Boris had used standard cultivators and disk har-
rows but concluded that the effect wasn´t good enough, that the soil 
structure got worse and that it wasn´t cost-effective. With his long 
experience as a farmer and consultant he managed to create a new 
machine for organic farming where a cultivator and a pick-up were 
sucessfully combined for new fields of applications.

Process catch and cover crops

It is both time and cost-effective to process 
a catch or cover crop and improve the soil 
structure and carbon storage at the same 
time. The plant roots are cut of close to the 
surface and the biomass is spread even-
ly on the soil surface as a barrier against 
weeds and evaporation of water - mini-
mum tillage in a modern way.

By combining Kvickfinn with the Crimp-
erroller you can also manage cover crops 
with high amont of biomass. The Crimper-
roller successfully folds the plant down in 
the driving direction and crusches leaves 
and stems that are quickly degrading.

Kvickfinn is used when breaking up grasslands and keeping 
a summer fallow
Kvickfinn shortens the laytime of the premanent fallow that is used for mechanichal weed control in 
fields with high weed pressure. Fallow land is weather dependent and harmful to the soil structure 
and can be replaced with a shorter and more intense summer fallow. Since this shorter fallow kan be 
combined with a green manure crop and/or a fall crop, the field can be productive during the entire 
season.

Herbicide free weed control
When using direct drilling and minimum tillage, there can be problems with perennial weeds. Some 
weeds are herbicide resistant due to multiple treatments and will therefore need mechanical 
controlling. The best effects on perennial weeds with Kvickfinn are obtained in early spring, once or 
twice before sowing. By cutting and lifting up the roots to the surface, they dry and die out.

Mechanic perennial weed control
The cultivator double coil spring and the goosefoot on the cultivator cut of the weed roots, process 
the soil and lift the roots nearer the surface. The specially designed rotortines on the pick-up grab 
the roots and throw them high in the air behind the machine.They land on the soil surface, far from 
water and nutrients. On the surface, the wind and sun make the roots drye out and die.

In countries with frosty nights and cold winters, good effects are obtained just by leaving the roots 
on the surface over the winter. When they freeze, the roots will tear and freeze-dry.

The cultivator can easily be separated from the 
rotor and used for normal och deep cultivation

Cultivator

All Kvickfinn models are 
produced with standard 
16 mm cultivator spring 
pins. 
HD-tines are optional.

Kvickfinn consists of a 
pick-up and a cultivator that 
can easily be separated for 
multiple applications.

Pick-up

Processes and finishes catch crops in connection 
with sowing, with effective soil 
improvement as a result

Effective mechanical solution with long term 
effect on weeds

Heavily minimized tillage - a complement 
to Conservation Agriculture and direct 
drilling     

Smart machine for multiple applications


